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ABSTRACT

Objective To conduct a meta-analysis of randomized trials to comprehensively compare the effect of endovascular thrombectomy (EVT) versus intravenous thrombolysis (IVT) plus EVT on functional independence (modified Rankin Scale (mRS) 0–2) after acute ischemic stroke due to large vessel occlusion.

Methods We searched PubMed, EMBASE, CENTRAL, and clinicaltrials.gov from January 2000 to February 2021 and abstracts presented at the International Stroke Conference in March 2021 to identify trials comparing EVT alone versus IVT plus EVT in AIS-LVO. Five non-inferiority margins established in the literature were assessed: −15%, −10%, −6.5%, −5%, and −1.3% for the risk difference for functional independence at 90 days.

Results Four trials met the selection criteria, enrolling 1633 individuals, with 817 participants randomly assigned to EVT alone and 816 to IVT plus EVT. Crude cumulative rates of 90-day functional independence were 46.0% with EVT alone versus 45.5% with IVT plus EVT. Pooled results showed the risk difference of functional independence was 1% (95% CI −4% to 5%) between EVT alone versus IVT plus EVT. The lower 95% CI bound of −4% fell within the non-inferiority margin.

Conclusions This meta-analysis suggests that EVT alone is non-inferior to IVT plus EVT for several, but not the most stringent, non-inferiority margins.

INTRODUCTION

Mechanical endovascular thrombectomy (EVT) works well at reperfusing occluded large cerebral vessels and has become the standard reperfusion therapy for acute ischemic stroke due to large vessel occlusions (AIS-LVO) in the anterior circulation. For AIS-LVO within 4.5 hours, administration of intravenous thrombolysis (IVT) before EVT in EVT-eligible patients has been the standard approach based on its universal use in the pivotal EVT randomized controlled trials (RCTs). However, the fact that IVT has limited efficacy in proximal vessel occlusions raises an open, important question about whether pursuing EVT alone could be a viable alternative to the standard strategy of initiating IVT prior to EVT.

Using bridging IVT before EVT may confer several advantages. Although IVT alone achieves reperfusion prior to EVT infrequently, when it does the duration of brain ischemia is reduced. Intravenous (IV) thrombolitics may ‘condition’ the target thrombus making it more responsive to EVT and may dissolve distal thrombi arising from clot fragmentation during retrieval.5 When navigating a catheter to the target occlusion turns out to be unworkable, IVT may be the only reperfusion therapy a patient could have received.

Conversely, bridging IVT before EVT may also yield several disadvantages. The time taken to initiate IVT might delay the start of EVT. IVT may cause the target thrombus to partially lyse and migrate to a more distal arterial segment, beyond the reach of EVT. IVT may increase the frequency of hemorrhagic transformation. When a patient has severe cervical or intracranial atherosclerosis in addition to thrombus, angioplasty and stenting may be needed and use of IVT will preclude employment of double antiplatelet therapy for stent protection during the first 24 hours post-procedure.

Direct EVT would be useful in clinical practice not only if it was superior, but also if it was only as good as bridging IVT and EVT, as the EVT alone strategy is easier to implement and avoids the cost of IV lytic agents. Accordingly, RCTs have been undertaken using non-inferiority designs to compare direct EVT and bridging EVT plus IVT. As individual trials may be underpowered to fully address this clinical issue and have variability in aspects of design (eg, dose of alteplase) and enrolled populations (eg, Asians vs non-Asians), a non-inferiority meta-analysis of completed trials is desirable to synthesize all randomized evidence.

METHODS

This study was a systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs and so did not require IRB or ethics committee approval. This study was performed according to the recommendations of the Preferred Reporting Items of Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement.

Data sources and searches

We searched PubMed, EMBASE, the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL),
Ischemic stroke

and the clinical trial registry maintained at clinicaltrials.gov from January 1, 2000 to February 1, 2021 with the terms: thrombectomy or endovascular treatment or revascularization or endovascular or reperfusion or mechanical thrombectomy and intravenous thrombolysis or alteplase and acute ischemic stroke or stroke or occlusion or acute cerebral infarction or large vessel. We restricted our search to human and clinical trials. There were no language restrictions. We also searched abstracts presented at the International Stroke Conference in March 2021, as well as reviewing the Introduction and Discussion sections of retrieved trials and relevant review articles to identify additional trials.

Study selection
Criteria for inclusion of a study were: (1) the study design was an RCT; (2) patients had AIS-LVO; (3) trials compared EVT alone versus IVT before EVT; and (4) trials reported an endpoint of functional independence, defined as modified Rankin Scale (mRS) 0−2, at 90 days. Studies were excluded if (1) the study design was case reports, case-control studies, cohort studies or (2) post hoc analysis of an RCT that was originally not designed to compare EVT alone versus IVT before EVT.

Outcomes
The primary efficacy outcome was functional independence (mRS 0−2) at 90 days. Secondary efficacy outcomes were freedom from disability (mRS 0−1) at 90 days and successful reperfusion at final angiogram, defined as expanded Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction (eTICI) scale score ≥2b.9 Safety outcomes were any intracranial hemorrhage, symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage, and all-cause mortality by 90 days.

Data abstraction
One investigator (CHL) abstracted the data and another investigator (ML) reviewed the abstracted data. Any discrepant judgments were resolved by joint discussion. We abstracted data by treatment group about baseline characteristics including age, sex, medical history, workflow times, and patient number in each group and about each of the efficacy and safety outcomes.

Quality assessment
The risk of bias (eg, sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of patients and personnel, blinding of outcome assessment, incomplete outcome data, selective outcome reporting and other issues) for each trial was assessed in accordance with the Cochrane risk of bias tool 2.0. The risk of bias was rated as low, unclear, or high according to established criteria.10

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed in accordance with the intention-to-treat principle. Risk difference with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) was used as a measure of the effect of EVT alone versus IVT before EVT on the primary and secondary endpoints. Findings were assessed within a framework of five non-inferiority margins established in the acute stroke literature for dichotomized mRS outcomes: −15%, −10%, −6.5%, −5%, and −1.3%. The three least stringent margins were employed in completed RCTs or the trials being analyzed: −15% in a prior trial comparing two EVT techniques,11 −10% in one of the analyzed trials,12 and −6.5% in a prior trial comparing two doses of IV alteplase.13 The two more stringent margins were found in expert surveys as the minimally clinically important difference for mRS outcomes: −5% in a survey not correcting for anchoring bias and −1.3% in a survey correcting for anchoring bias.14−16 We computed a random-effect estimate based on the Mantel–Haenszel method when two or more studies provided sufficient data for a given outcome.

Heterogeneity was assessed by P value of chi-square statistics and I2, which describes the percentage of variability in the estimates that is due to heterogeneity rather than chance. We considered study-level estimates to be heterogeneous if the I2 statistic was greater than 50%. A two-tailed P<0.05 was considered statistically significant in all analyses. The Cochrane Collaboration’s Review Manager Software Package (RevMan 5.3) was used for this meta-analysis.

RESULTS
The formal literature search identified 22 full articles for detailed assessment, of which 19 were excluded for not being designed to compare EVT alone versus combined IVT plus EVT.

Figure 1 Flow of study selection. ISC, International Stroke Conference.
Inclusion criteria

Age ≥18 years, mRS of 0 or 2 before onset
ICA, MCA-M1, or M2 occlusion on CTA
NIHSS: ≥2
ASPECTS: no limit
Onset to IV rt-PA ≤4 hours 30 min

Country

Age (years) 69 (61–76)/69 (61–76) 70 (60–77)/70 (60–78) 74 (67–80)/76 (67–80) 72 (62–80)/69 (61–77)
Male 189 (58%)/181 (55%) 66 (57%)/66 (56%) 56 (55%)/72 (70%) 161 (59%)/144 (54%)
NIHSS 17 (12–21)/17 (14–22) 16 (12–20)/16 (13–20) 19 (13–23)/17 (12–22) 16 (10–20)/16 (10–20)
ASPECT 9 (7–10)/9 (7–10) 8 (7–9)/8 (7–9) 7 (6–9)/8 (6–9) NA/NA
Alteplase dose (mg/kg) 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.9

Medical history

Hypertension 193 (59%)/201 (61%) 69 (59%)/74 (62%) 61 (80%)/61 (59%) NA/NA
AF 152 (46%)/149 (45%) 62 (53%)/62 (52%) 57 (56%)/64 (62%) 86 (32%)/63 (24%)
Smoking 73 (22%)/88 (20%) 28 (24%)/29 (24%) 42 (42%)/54 (52%) NA/NA
Dyslipidemia 13 (4%)/14 (4%) 18 (15%)/22 (18%) 30 (30%)/37 (36%) NA/NA
DM 59 (18%)/65 (19%) 25 (21%)/20 (17%) 16 (16%)/17 (17%) NA/NA
Past stroke 43 (13%)/47 (14%) 14 (12%)/19 (16%) 12 (12%)/14 (14%) NA/NA

Etiology

Embolic 146 (44%)/144 (43%) 65 (56%)/69 (58%) 67 (66%)/72 (15%) NA/NA
Atherosclerosis 26 (8%)/19 (5%)* 28 (24%)/23 (19%)* 21 (21%)/15 (15%)† NA/NA

Occlusion site

ICA 112 (35%)/114 (35%) 18 (15%)/22 (18%) 41 (41%)/36 (35%) 88 (25%)/50 (19%)
M1 proximal 161 (50%)/178 (54%) 95 (81%)/99 (83%) 19 (19%)/18 (17%) 156 (57%)/174 (65%)

Median duration (min)

Onset to randomization 167/177 170/168 129/136 94/93
IVT to puncture NA/26 NA/40 NA/8 NA/NA
Onset to puncture 198/213 200/210 149/158 130/135

sICH definition

Heidelberg Bleeding Classification SITS-MOST‡ SITS-MOST‡ Heidelberg Bleeding Classification

Table 1: Characteristics of included trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>DIRECT-MT¹⁸</th>
<th>DEVIT¹²</th>
<th>SKIP¹⁷</th>
<th>MR CLEAN-NO IV¹⁹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>EVT (n=327)/IVT before EVT (n=329)</td>
<td>EVT (n=116)/IVT before EVT (n=118)</td>
<td>EVT (n=101)/IVT before EVT (n=103)</td>
<td>EVT (n=273)/IVT before EVT (n=266)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion criteria</td>
<td>Age ≥18 years, mRS of 0 or 2 before onset</td>
<td>Age ≥18 years, mRS of 0 or 1 before onset</td>
<td>Age ≥18 and &lt;86 years, mRS of 0 or 2 before onset</td>
<td>Age ≥18 years, mRS of 0 or 2 before onset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICA, MCA-M1, or M2 occlusion on CTA</td>
<td>ICA or MCA-M1 occlusion on CTA</td>
<td>ICA or MCA-M1 occlusion on CTA or MRA</td>
<td>ICA or MCA-M1 or proximal M2 occlusion on CTA or MRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIHSS: ≥2</td>
<td>NIHSS: no limit</td>
<td>NIHSS: ≥2</td>
<td>NIHSS: ≥2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASPECTS: no limit</td>
<td>Onset to randomization ≤4 hours 15 min</td>
<td>ASPECTS: ≥6</td>
<td>ASPECTS: no limit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Our final analysis included four RCTs, enrolling 1633 individuals, with 817 (50%) participants randomly assigned to the EVT alone and 816 (50%) to IVT before EVT. Three trials have published formal articles and one trial was presented at the International Stroke Conference on March 18, 2021, pending formal publication. Inclusion criteria and baseline characteristics of these trials are shown in Table 1. Three trials were conducted in Asia, two in China, and one in Japan, while one trial was conducted in European countries (Netherlands, France, and Belgium). All enrolled patients with AIS-LVO in the anterior circulation presenting directly to the thrombectomy-capable hospital. Across all trials, mean age ranged from 69 to 76 years, 58% of patients were male, and median National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score at baseline ranged from 16 to 19. Average duration from stroke onset to arterial puncture was 3 to 15 min shorter in the EVT alone group compared with combined IVT plus EVT group across trials. Some baseline characteristics varied among included trials. In the DIRECT-MT trial, DEVIT trial, and MR CLEAN-NO IV trial, 83% to 96% of occlusions were located on the internal carotid artery (ICA) or M1 middle cerebral artery (MCA), a standard dose of alteplase (0.9 mg/kg) was used, and approximately
30–40 min occurred between IV alteplase start and arterial puncture. With their higher drug dose and longer interlude for drug action, these three trials more strongly probed the ability of IVT to improve outcome by quickly dissolving the target occlusion before EVT can be performed. Conversely, in the SKIP trial, only 60% of occlusions were located in the ICA or M1 MCA, a lower dose of alipase (0.6 mg/kg) was used, and 8 min occurred between IVT start and arterial puncture (with 21% of patients even receiving arterial puncture before IVT). Accordingly, the SKIP trial could be considered to have more closely explored the possibility that lower-dose, shorter-interlude IV alteplase can improve outcome by dissolving residual small thrombi in the distal vasculature after incomplete endovascular reperfusion. In three of the trials (DIRECT MT, SKIP, DEVT), the prespecified primary evaluation was a non-inferiority analysis; in one of the trials (MR CLEAN-NO IV), the prespecified primary evaluation was a superiority analysis and a non-inferiority analysis was a prespecified secondary evaluation.

Risk of bias was low for all trials except possible performance bias due to inadequate blinding of participants/personnel (online supplemental efigure 1).

For the primary efficacy endpoint of functional independence (mRS 0–2) at 90 days, crude cumulative rates of functional independence were 46.0% with direct EVT versus 45.5% with bridging IVT plus EVT. Pooled results from the random-effect model showed the risk difference for functional independence was 1% (95% CI −3% to 5%) between EVT alone and IVT before EVT (figure 3). There was no heterogeneity among trials (I² = 0%). The lower 95% CI bound of −3% fell within the non-inferiority margins of −15%, −10%, −6.5%, and −5%, but crossed the most stringent non-inferiority margin of −1.3%.

For the secondary technical efficacy endpoint of successful reperfusion at end of procedure, crude cumulative rates were 76.5% with direct EVT versus 81.0% with bridging IVT plus EVT. Pooled results from the random-effect model showed the risk difference for successful reperfusion was −4% (95% CI −8% to 0%), suggesting EVT alone was inferior to IVT before EVT (online supplemental efigure 2).

For the hemorrhagic transformation safety endpoints, crude cumulative rates of any intracranial hemorrhage were 27.8% with direct EVT versus 36.3% with bridging IVT plus EVT. Pooled results from the random-effect model showed the risk difference for any intracranial hemorrhage was 9% (95% CI 3% to 15%), favoring EVT alone over IVT before EVT (figure 4A). Crude cumulative rates of symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage were 4.9% with direct EVT versus 5.8% with bridging IVT plus EVT. Pooled results from the random-effect model showed the risk difference for symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage was 1% (95% CI −1% to 3%) between EVT alone and IVT before EVT (figure 4B).

For the safety outcome of all-cause mortality by 90 days, crude cumulative rates were 17.4% with direct EVT group versus 16.4% with bridging IVT plus EVT. Pooled results from the random-effect model showed the risk difference for all-cause mortality was −1% (95% CI −4% to 3%) between direct EVT and bridging IVT before EVT (online supplemental efigure 3).

**DISCUSSION**

The current meta-analysis comprising four RCTs with 1633 patients found strong indications that direct EVT alone is non-inferior to bridging IVT plus EVT for anterior circulation

**Figure 2** Functional independence. Forest plot comparing EVT alone versus IVT before EVT for functional independence (modified Rankin Scale 0–2). The lower 95% CI bound of −4% fell within the non-inferiority margins of −15%, −10%, −6.5%, and −5%, but crossed the most stringent non-inferiority margin of −1.3%. CI, confidence interval; EVT, endovascular thrombectomy; IVT, intravenous thrombolysis.

**Figure 3** Freedom of disability. Forest plot comparing EVT alone versus IVT before EVT for freedom of disability (modified Rankin Scale 0–1). The lower 95% CI bound of −3% fell within the non-inferiority margins of −15%, −10%, −6.5%, and −5%, but crossed the most stringent non-inferiority margin of −1.3%. CI, confidence interval; EVT, endovascular thrombectomy; IVT, intravenous thrombolysis.
All had been chosen using the ‘fixed margin’ approach to identifying a non-inferiority margin. The fixed margin method does not aim to demonstrate definitive non-inferiority in the strongest sense of formally excluding the minimal clinically important difference. This approach is undertaken when a trial powered to demonstrate definitive non-inferiority is deemed infeasibly large. The goal of fixed margin trials is to show that the new treatment delivers at least a substantial fraction of the benefit of the standard treatment.15 23 24 With the fixed margin approach, it is more accurate to say a trial’s aim is to show that the new treatment is reasonably comparable to the standard treatment, rather than non-inferior and to consider the selected threshold a ‘reasonably comparable margin’ rather than a ‘non-inferiority margin’.15

The two more stringent margins were selected as having been identified in acute stroke expert survey studies as indicating the minimally clinically important difference for dichotomized mRS outcomes. The goal of such margins is to demonstrate definitive non-inferiority, namely that the new treatment has effects clinically indistinguishable from the standard treatment.

The approach of presenting a framework of five different, rather than a single, non-inferiority margin enables clinicians to determine individually if they feel that non-inferiority has been demonstrated by accumulated results. In the current meta-analysis, the lower bound of the 95% CI for mRS 0–2 at 90 days is −4%, indicating that the data do not exclude that, among 100 treated patients, four fewer would achieve functional independence if treated with direct EVT rather than bridging IVT plus EVT. As result, for clinicians who personally consider a treatment as not being inferior if it yields 15, 10, 6.5, or 5 fewer independent outcomes among 100 patients at 90 days, non-inferiority has been demonstrated. However, for clinicians who personally consider a treatment as not being inferior if it yields 3–1 fewer independent outcomes among 100 patients at 90 days, non-inferiority has not yet been statistically demonstrated.

Interestingly, although point estimates for clinical outcomes favored direct EVT, the current meta-analysis demonstrated higher rates of successful reperfusion in patients receiving IVT.
before EVT compared with EVT alone. Several factors may contribute to this apparently paradoxical result. First, excellent reperfusion (≥90%, eTICI 2c-3) is a better predictor of good clinical outcome than is successful reperfusion (≥50%, eTICI 2b50-3). Rates of end of procedure excellent reperfusion have not yet been reported from all of the completed trials. Second, bridging IVT plus EVT may have been associated with longer times to achieve successful reperfusion, even though it eventually yields more frequent reperfusion. Time to first successful reperfusion has not yet been reported from all of the completed trials. Third, the higher rates of asymptomatic intracranial hemorrhage and tendency to more symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage among bridging IVT plus EVT patients may offset the benefits of higher reperfusion rates.

There are limitations to this study. First, some baseline characteristics varied among included trials, as presented in the Results section. In part because of these differences in trial design and conduct, we undertook a random rather than fixed effects meta-analysis. Also, there was no heterogeneity of treatment effect among trials. Second, the current trials provide information only regarding IV alteplase as the thrombolytic strategy. Use of new IV fibrinolytic agents like tenecteplase before EVT, as well as IV fibrinolytic agents combined with IV glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors or direct thrombin inhibitors, continues to be an important avenue for further therapeutic study. Third, these trials were conducted in Asia and European countries and generalizability of the current results to certain population, such as African Americans, is not known. Additional trials, including SWIFT-DIRECT (NCT03192332) and DIRECT-SAFE (NCT03494920), are underway to clarify whether these findings can be generalized to all patients. Fourth, as the trials reported patient subgroup analyses using different outcomes (mRS shift for DIRECT MT and MR CLEAN-NO IV, mRS 0–2 for DEVt and SKIP), study-level meta-analysis for heterogeneity of treatment effect by different patient factors could not be undertaken. Individual participant data meta-analyses of all available trials would be particularly useful. Finally, reflecting entry criteria of all the analyzed RCTs, results from the current meta-analysis apply only to patients treated who arrive directly at a thrombectomy-capable hospital so that they transition from door to IVT to EVT fairly rapidly (‘mothership’ patients). These data cannot be applied to individuals arriving first at a non-thrombectomy center where IVT may be given and then transferred to a thrombectomy center for EVT, resulting in an extended interval between IVT and EVT (‘drip-and-ship’ patients).

In conclusion, meta-analysis of accumulated clinical trial data suggests that direct EVT has now been demonstrated to be statistically non-inferior to bridging IVT and EVT for several, but not the most stringent, non-inferiority margins. The available data are not definitive due to lack of published data in certain populations, such as African Americans, and lack of statistical significance for the most stringent non-inferiority margin. Still, the current RCT evidence suggests that it may sometimes be reasonable to skip IVT, and instead proceed with a strategy of rapid direct EVT in AIS-LVO patients who present directly to hospitals capable of performing EVT.
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ONLINE SUPPLEMENT

eFigure 1 Risk of bias of included trials

eFigure 2 Forest plot comparing EVT alone vs IVT before EVT for successful reperfusion (eTICI 2b-50 or greater).
eTICI: expanded Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction
EVT: endovascular thrombectomy, IVT: intravenous thrombolysis

eFigure 3 Forest plot comparing EVT alone vs IVT before EVT for all-cause mortality.
EVT: endovascular thrombectomy; IVT: intravenous thrombolysis
cFigure 1 Risk of bias of included trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random sequence generation (selection bias)</th>
<th>Allocation concealment (selection bias)</th>
<th>Blinding of participants / personnel (performance bias)</th>
<th>Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias)</th>
<th>Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)</th>
<th>Selective reporting (reporting bias)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thrombectomy alone vs Bridging therapy</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECT-MT 1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVY 2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKIP 3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR CLEAN-NO IV 4</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cFigure 2 Forest plot comparing EVT alone vs IVT before EVT for successful reperfusion (cTICI 2b50 or greater).
Figure 3 Forest plot comparing EVT alone vs IVT before EVT for all-cause mortality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study or Subgroup</th>
<th>EVT alone Events</th>
<th>EVT alone Total</th>
<th>IVT before EVT Events</th>
<th>IVT before EVT Total</th>
<th>Risk Difference M.H. Random, 95% CI</th>
<th>Risk Difference M.H. Random, 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIRECT MT(^1)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>-0.01 [-0.07, 0.05]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVT (^1)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>-0.01 [-0.10, 0.08]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKIP (^1)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>-0.01 [-0.08, 0.07]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR CLEAN-NO IV(^1)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>0.05 [-0.02, 0.11]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (95% CI)</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01 [-0.03, 0.04]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test for overall effect: Z = 0.42 (P = 0.68)
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